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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper E denotes a real separable Banach space with norm 
1.1 and Sa a measurable space with u-algebra d. R is said to be a complete 
measurable space if there is a complete u-finite measure defined on M’. 
For a metric space X, denote by 2x (resp. S(X)) the family of all subsets 
(resp. all nonempty subsets) of X. S,(x, r) (resp. B,(x, r)) stands for the 
open (resp. closed) ball in X with center at x and radius r > 0 (resp. r > 0). 
For A contained in X, 2 denotes the closure of A and, if X is a metric linear 
space, GA denotes the closed convex hull of A. 
By a relation Z we mean any mapping from D into 2’. The set 
(LO E Q IT(x) # 0) is called the domain of Z. If domain Z = R, then Z is 
called a multifunction. 
A relation Z-z D -+ 2x is said to be measurable (resp. weakly measurable), 
if for any closed (resp. open) subset A of X, Z-‘(A) = {o(Z(w) f7 
A # 0} E d. It is well known that if X is a separable metric space and Z 
has closed values, then measurability implies weak measurability; if, in 
addition, Q is a complete measurable space and X is a complete metric 
space, measurability is equivalent to weak measurability. A measurable 
function cr: 0 -+X such that a(o) E T(w) for every w  E 0 is called a 
measurable selection of Z. 
Let Z be a nondegenerate interval of the real line R. We say that 
z: I x 0 -+ E satisfies the Caratheodory conditions (or is a Caratheodory 
function) if for each t E I, u(t, .) is measurable and, for each o E a, u( ., w) 
is continuous. Analogously, if D is a nonempty subset of E, we say that 
F: Z x D x R + E is a Caratheodory function, if for each (t,~) E Z X D. 
F(t, y, . ) is measurable and, for each w  E R, F(. , . , w) is continuous. 
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We consider the Cauchy problem for a random differential equation 
X’Q, 0) = F(& x(t, o), w), x(t, 9 0) = x&J) (’ = d/df), (1.1) 
where F: Z x D x R + E is a Carathlodory function, Z = [t,, t, + a) (a > 0), 
D is a nonempty closed subset of E and x0: Q + D is measurable. 
By a solution of problem (1.1) defined on J = [to, t, + h), (0 < h < a), we 
mean a function x: J x R + E such that: 
(i) x is a Caratheodory function and for every fixed w  E R, x(., o) is 
continuously differentiable, 
(ii) x’(f, w) = F(t, x(t, w), w) for all (f, cr)) E J x 0, and 
(iii) x(f,, w) = x0(o) for every w  E R. 
We say that the function F: Z X D x J2 + E satisfies the Nagumo 
condition, if 
lim 4x + rF(f, x, 0); D) = o 
for all (x, w) E D x R, (l-2) 
r-lo+ 5 
whered(u,D)=inf{]u-v]]uED},uEE. 
For any bounded subset A of E denote by a[A] the Kuratowski’s measure 
of noncompactness, i.e., a[A] is equal to the infimum of all r > 0 such that 
there exists a finite covering of A by sets of diameter less than t. 
Let E* be the dual space of E. Denote by T: E --) 9(E*) the duality 
mapping, which is defined by T(x) = {x* E E* Ix*(x) = /xl* = Ix*l’}. For x, 
yEE we put 
(x,Y>- = inf{y*(x)l Y* E T(Y)], 
(XvY>+ = suPiY*(xI Y* E VY)I. 
In this paper we shall study the existence of solutions of Cauchy problems 
for random differential equations. Some measurability results for relations 
and multifunctions, which are needed in the following, are given in Section 2. 
Section 3 contains existence theorems under Nagumo and monotonicity-type 
conditions. We adapt, here, Martin’s method of s-approximate solutions. 
Other existence results, under compactness-type hypotheses, are given in 
Section 4. 
2. SOME MEASURABILITY RESULTS 
The following theorem is due to Kuratowski and Ryll-Nardzewski. 
THEORBM 2.1 [3]. Lef i2 be a measurable space. Let X be a separable 
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metric space. Suppose that r: Q + 9(X) is a weakly measurable 
multifunction with closed values. Then P has a measurable selection. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let R be a measurable space. Let X be a separable metric 
space. Suppose that r: 0 + 2’ is a weaklv measurable relation with closed 
values. Then the relation 7: Q + 2’ given b-v S(W) = X/T(w) is also weakly 
measurable. 
Proof. Let U be an open subset of X. Let A = U i>, a, be a dense coun- 
table subset of U. We have 
.r-'(~)=(coI(X\r(o))n~~O}=a\(wI(x\r(w))nCr=Oa 
=a\{q(w)dq =n\jop-(wpA} 
=a\ n {ulr(W)Sa,} =Q\ n {~ld(ai,r(~))=Oi. 
i$l i>l 
Since by [ 1, Theorem 3.31 the sets {cojd(a,,T(o) =O} are measurable, it 
follows that 7 -l(U) is measurable. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let Q be a measurable space. Let X be a separable metric 
space. Suppose that PI Q + 2x is a weakly measurable relation and f: 0 + X 
is a measurable function. Then o I--+ d(f (co), T(w)) is a measurable function 
(here we let d(f(w), T(w)) = +a,, whenever T(w) = 0). 
Proof The function w  +t ddf(w), T(o)) is measurable if and only if the 
set WI4fW, W4) < I c is measurable for every c E R. Let {ak} be a 
dense countable subset of X. The statement of Lemma 2.2 is an immediate 
consequence of the following equality: 
n wld(f(w),a,) <c+i 
I 11 . 
LEMMA 2.3. Let Q be a measurable space. Let D be a nonempty closed 
subset of a separable metric space X. Let I? 0 -+.9(D) be a weakly 
measurable multifunction with closed values. Let f be a measurable selection 
of K Suppose that for every o E 0 there is a(w) > 0 such that S,(f(w), 
a(w)) c Z(w). Then, there is a measurable function p: Q + (0, +co] such that 
S&(o), p(o)) c T(w); moreover, if S,(f (o), e(w)) c T(w), then 
P(W) a e(o)* 
Proof By Lemma 2.1 the relation w ++ D\T(w) is weakly measurable. In 
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view of Lemma 2.2 the function w  +b p(w) = ddf(w), D\T(w)) is 
measurable. It is easy to verify that p satisfies the statement of Lemma 2.3. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let B be a measurable space. Let X be a separable metric 
space. Suppose that f: fl+ X and p : D + [0, +co ] are measurable. Then the 
relation P: Q -+ 2’ given by 
z-(w) = Sxt.w), P(O)) 
is weakly measurable. 
Proof Let U be an open subset of X. Let {a,} be a dense countable 
subset of U. We have 
The statement follows immediately from the fact that for every i, the set 
{w ] d(a, J(w)) < p(o)} is measurable. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let a be a measurable space. Let E be a separable Banach 
space. Suppose that f: Q + E and p : B + [0, +co ] are measurable. Then the 
mu&function w H BE(f(w), p(w)) is weakly measurable. 
Proof. Let II be an open subset of E. Since 
(wlBEdf(w),p(w))n U#0/ = {~i~&-(w)vP(w))n~#0\ 
u {WV(W) E 4 
by virtue of Lemma 2.4 and [ 1, Proposition 2.61, the statement follows. 
LEMMA 2.6 [ 11. Let fl be a complete measurable space. Let X be a 
separable complete metric space. Suppose that f: X x R + R is a 
Caratheodory function. Then for every 1 E R the relation 
is measurable. 
Let u:ZXQ+E (I= [to, t, + a]) be a Carathtodory function. We 
associate with u the map w  F-+ u(-, w) from Q into 59, where Q = C(Z, E) 
denotes the Banach space of all continuous functions from Z into E with the 
supremum norm. 
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LEMMA 2.7 [2]. Let J2 be a measurable space. Let E be a separable 
Banach space. Then u: I x B + E is a Caratheodory function if and only if 
the function o t-+ u(., w) is measurable (as a function from R into V). 
LEMMA 2.8. Let R be a measurable space. Let E be a separable Banach 
space. Suppose that (u,} is a sequence of Caratheodory functions from I x R 
into E such that, for every fixed w E R, the sequence (~,,(a, cu)) is compact. 
Then, there exists a Caratheodory function u : I x a-+ E, such that for ever? 
fixed w E R, u(-, w) is a cluster point of (~,(a, w)}. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.7 the functions o ++ u,,(-, o), n E N, are measurable 
as maps from R into Q. Consequently, by [ 1, Propositions 2.3 and 2.61 the 
multifunctions r,, : R + 9(GF) defined by 
are weakly measurable. Since f, takes compact values in the separable- 
Banach space Q, then by [ 1, Theorem 4.11 the multifunction r: R + .9(g) 
given by 
is weakly measurable. Observe that T(w) consists of all cluster points of 
(u,( ., IX)}. By Theorem 2.1 there is a measurable selection u of f 
(measurable as a function from R into SF). In view of Lemma 2.7, u is a 
Carathiodory function. This completes the proof. 
3. APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS 
In this section we shall consider the existence of solutions for random 
differential equations on closed sets. We shall follow the approach 
introduced by Martin [3] in the deterministic case. In order to avoid 
unnecessary technical difficulties we shall restrict our attention to the 
Cauchy problem for random differential equations of the form 
x’(t, w) = F(x(t, w), u), x(0,0) =x,(w), (3.1) 
where F: D x R + E is a Carathiodory function, x,,: J2 -+ D is measurable. 
and D is a nonempty closed subset of E. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let D be a complete measurable space. Let D be a 
nonempty closed subset of a real separable Banach space E. Let 
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F: D x L! + E be a Carathkodory function satisfying the Nagumo condition 
(1.2) and such that 
sup JF(x, w)l <P(W) - 1, 
XED 
where ,u : R + (I, +a~) is a measurable function. Then, for every E > 0 there 
exists a CarathPodory function u : [0, h] x l2 -+ E (h > 0), which is an E- 
approximate solution of (3.1) in the following sense: there is a sequence {ti} 
of measurable functions ti : R + [0, h] such that for every cu E l2 we have: 
(i) to(w) = 0, ti(w) < ti+ I(W), 0 < ti+ ,(w) - ti(o) < E if ti(o) < h, and 
lim, + m ti(w) = h; 
(ii) ~(0, 0) = x0(w) and 1 u(t, w) - u(s, w)l < ,u(o)j t - s I for t, s E 
[O, h]; 
(iii) u(ti(w), w) E D for each i, and u( ., o) is linear on each of the 
intervals [ti(w), ti+ *(co)]; 
(iv) if ti(o) < h, then for each t E (t,(w), ti+ ,(w)), we have lu’(t, o) - 
F(u(ti(w>, w), w)/ < E; 
(v) if Y E D and Jy - u(ti(w), o-~)l < (t;+,(u) - ti(w))Cl(w), then 
IF(Y, 0) - f’tu(ti(u), a), ~11 < E* 
Proof Step 1. Let 0 < E < 1. We construct, by induction, two 
sequences (ti} and (zi} of measurable functions ti: 0 + [0, h], zi: R + D 
which satisfy the following properties: t,(o) = 0, zO(w) =x0(o) (o E Q); if 
ti(w) = h, then ti+ ,(w) = h and zi+ ,(o) = zi(w); if t,(w) ( h we have 
(1) 0 < ti+ l(W) -ti(u) < 6, ti+ ,(o) Q h; 
(2) if Y E D and I Y - Zi(W)I < (ti+ L(W) - ti(w))P(m)v then IF(Y, U> - 
f’(Zi(u), w)I Q 6; 
(3) d(zitw) + (ti+l(w) - ti(u))FtZi(u), W);D) < (EIZ)(ti+ l(W) - 
ti(“)); 
(4) for every fixed o E Q, ti+ ,(w) - ti(w) is the largest number in 
[0, E] such that (l)-(3) hold; moreover, 
(5) IZi+l(O) - Zi(u) - (ti+l(u) - ti(w)) F(zi(w), w)l < (t/+,(O) - 
ti(w)) -Se 
Suppose that ti, zi have been defined. Consider the multifunction 
ri : l2 + .9(D) given by 
r,(W)= (YE DI If’(y, W) -F(z,(~), m)I GE)* 
Note that (y, w) w  g( y, w) = (F( y, w) - F(z,(w), w)l is a Caratheodory 
function, thus by Lemma 2.6, ri is measurable. In addition, Ti has closed 
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values, and so it is weakly measurable. Since, for each fixed w  E R, g(., w) 
is continuous, there is o(w) > 0 such that S,(zi(w), a(o)) c T;(w). Let pi be 
the measurable function given by Lemma 2.3 corresponding to r= ri and 
f = zi ; thus we have S,(zi(w), pi(o)) c Ti(o). 
Consider now the multifunction Qi : Q -, P( [0, h ]) given by 
@j(O) = (O < 5 < h (d(Zj(C0) + SF(Zj(W). W); D) < (E/2) 5). 
Since (r, o) ++ d(zi(w) + rF(z,(o), w); D) - (s/2) r is a Caratheodory 
function, by Lemma 2.6, Qi is measurable. In addition, note that Qi takes 
compact values. 
Define 
dj(0) = max (@i(O) n 103 Pj(0)/PCw)l 
n [O, h - tj(w)] n IO, E II (OJ E L?). 
Clearly, the multifunction w  -+ [0, A(o)] is measurable provided 1: R + 
[0, +a, ] is so. From this and the measurability of Qi we obtain, by virtue of 
[ 1, Theorems 4.1 and 6.61, that the function o t--* di(w) is measurable. 
Now set li+ ,(w) = ti(w) + 6,(w), w  E ~2. Obviously, if ti(o) = h, then 
fi+ ,(o) = ti(o); if ti(o) < h, then ti+ ,(w) - ti(w) satisfies (l)-(4). 
Let Fi : R -+ Y(E) be the multifunction defined by 
fj(w) = BE(Zj(W) + 6j(W) F(Zj(w), W), E~j(W)). 
By Lemma 2.5 and [ 1, Theorem 3S(iii)] fi is measurable. From the fact that 
8i(w) E Qi(w) it follows that Fi(i(w)n D f QJ for every o E R. By [ 1. 
Proposition 2.41, Fi n D is measurable. Let zi+ , be a measurable selection of 
pin D which exists by virtue of Theorem 2.1. Clearly, zi+ , satisfies (5). 
Thus, starting from ii and zi, we have constructed measurable functions 
fi+, = li + di and zi+, satisfying all assumptions stated at the beginning of 
the proof. This shows the existence of the required sequences (ti} and (Zi}. 
Step 2. We claim that for each w  E J?, lim. I++a) ti(o) = h. In the contrary 
case, there is o, E a such that lim. r-+a, ti(w) = I < h. From (5) it follows 
that (~~(a,,)} is Cauchy. Set limi++a zi(wO) = v. Clearly, u E D. Let q > 0 
be chosen so that we have: 
q,< min(s, h -r), (3.2) 
if 1’ E D and ( 4’ - UI < ZQK(W,), then (F(y, oO) - F(v, w,,)l ,< e/2, (3.3) 
4u + be4 q3); D) G (E/4) rl- (3.4) 
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This is possible since F(e, oO) is continuous and satisfies (1.2). From (3.4) 
and the definition of v there is an i such that 
Without loss of generality we can assume that 
r- ti(wo) < 93 (3.6) 
and ]Zi(Oo) - v 1 < qp(wO). By virtue of the last inequality, for each y E D 
such that 1 y - zi(W,)] < ~,u(o,) we have ] y-v] < 2~~(wJ and so, by (3.3), 
IF(Y, wO) - F(zi(oO)7 wOI G lF(Y3 wO) - F(v7 00)1 
+ IFCv7 OCJ) - F(zi(u~)~ wt)>l & &* 
This implies 
sD(zi(wCI), W(wO)) c ri(aO)* (3.7) 
Now (3.2), (3.7), and (3.5) imply that 
thus n < 6,(w,,). On the other hand, from (3.6) it follows that n > ai( a 
contradiction. This completes the proof of our claim. 
Step 3. Finally, we prove that the function u : [0, h] x R + E defined by 
u(tv O) = zi(w), t = fi(U), i = 0, l,..., w  E R, 
t - t&o) fi+ ICw) - t 
= 6,(w) 
zi+ ICw) + di(wj zi(w), 
= lim zi(o), 
t;(U) < f < fi+ ,(W), W E 07 
t = h, 0 E f2, 
is an s-approximate solution of (3.1) in the sense stated in Lemma 3.1. 
It is easy to verify that for every o E Q the function u satisfies conditions 
(ii)-(v) of Lemma 3.1 (cf. [4, Proposition 11). Moreover, it has been seen 
that (ti} satisfies (i). It remains to prove that u is a Carathiodory function. 
The continuity of u(., w) is obvious. 
Let t < h. Set 
f2i(t)={UERIti(U)<t <ti+l(U)), fii(t)={UERlt=ti(U))* 
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Let CJ be an open subset of E. The measurability of u(t, .) is an immediate 
consequence of the following equality 
{o(u(t,w)E CT}= iy i=. I~~ai(r)lt~i~~'zi+I(W) 
+ 
ti+I(W)-f 
J,(~) 'iCWJE u 
( 
'L 
U u {WE di(t)lzi(W) E ~), 
i-0 
Since the measurability of u(h, .) is evident, the proof of Lemma 3.1 is com- 
plete. 
Remark 3.1. Let {E,,} be a sequence of numbers in (0, 1) such that 
E, -+ 0 as n--t +co. Let U, be an &,-approximate solution of (3.1) 
corresponding to E, , according to Lemma 3.1. In addition to the suppositions 
of Lemma 3.1 assume that u(t, w) = limn++oo u,(t, o) exists for each (t, W) E 
[0, h] x 0. Clearly, u is a Caratheodory function and by (4, Proposition 2 ] 
it is a solution of the Cauchy problem (3.1). 
As an immediate consequence of Remark 3.1 and the results of Martin 
([4, Theorems 1 and 3 ], we have 
THEOREM 3.1. In addition to the suppositions of Lemma 3.1 assume that 
D is convex and for every w E Q there is a number v(w) such that 
(w6 0) - xv, o), x-y- < v(w)lx -jq2 
for all X, y E D. Then the Cauchy problem (3.1) has a unique solution. 
THEOREM 3.2. In addition to the suppositions of Lemma 3.1 assume that 
for every w E B there is a number v(w) such that 
(F(x,w)-F(y,o),x-y)+ <v(w)lx-JI’2 
for all x, ~1 E D. Then the Cauchy problem (3.1) has a unique solution. 
4. EXISTENCE THEOREMS UNDER COMPACTNESS HYPOTHESES 
THEOREM 4.1. In addition to the suppositions of Lemma 3.1 assume that 
D is convex and 
a[Wl, WI]< La[A 1 (O<L<+co) (4.1) 
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for every bounded set A c D and every o E Q. Then the Cauchy problem 
(3.1) has a solution. 
ProoJ: Fix h > 0 such that hL < 1. We shall prove that the Cauchy 
problem (3.1) has a solution defined on J x Q, where J= [0, h]. Let 
Ek = l/2 k+’ Let uk be an &,-approximate solution of (3.1) corresponding to . 
Ek according to Lemma 3.1. Note that u,(t, 0) E D for (t, o) E J X D, since 
D is convex. 
Define 
Z,(t, w) = co u Uk(& 0) 
k>n 
((6 co) E J x 0). (4.2) 
Clearly, Z,(t, w) c D and, by Lemma 3.1 (ii), Z,(t, w) is bounded. 
Moreover, since the functions uk(., w) are Lipschitzian with the same 
constant p(w), it follows that the family of multifunctions {Z,(., w)) is 
uniformly equicontinuous (under the Hausdorff distance). 
Fix o E a. As an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.1 (ii), (iv), and (v), 
we have 
1 U;(t, a) - f&(t, m), w)l < 2&k = l/zk (a.e. in J) 
and so 
u;(t, w) E F(Uk(t, w)~ O) + (1/2k> B, (a.e. in J) 
where, for brevity, rB = B,(O, r). Consequently, 
u,(t, W) E X0(W) + .r,‘F(u,(s, W), W) ds + (t/zk) B. 
Let q > 0. Let 6 = 6(~, w) > 0 be such that 
Zn(s, co) c Z;(t, o) = (Z,(t, w) + vB) n D 
for It-sl<d, t,sEZ, nEN. (4.3) 
Let i, E R\l be such that p = h/i,, < 6. Set ri = ip, i = 0, l,..., i,. For t E Z, 
k E N, we have 
P-1 .Ti+, 






F(u,(& w), 0) ds + $ B, (4.4) 
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where p is such that rP < t < rP+ , , Using (4.3) in (4.4j we have for k > n. 
P-1 
u,(t, u) E x0(w) + c I++’ F(Z;(ri, co), w) ds 
i=O -T, 
+ 1-I F(Z;(t,, w), w) ds + $ B 
. TP 
and, by the mean value theorem. 
P- I 
u,(t, w) E x0(0) + p x coF(Z::(Ti, co), 0)) 
i=O 
+ (t - rp) i6F(Z;(r,, co), co) + ; B. 
Consequently, 
P-1 
Z,(t, w, c xO(u) + p x GF(Zz(7iV w), w, 
i=O 
+ (t - rp) zF(Z;(r,, w), u) + ; B. 
By (4.1) and the well-known properties of c[, we have 
a[Z,(t, WI1 G PL - ’ (a[Zn(ri7 w)l + 2rl) + $* 
i=O 
Setting w,(w) = supIEJ a[Z,(t, w)], from the last inequality we obtain 
u[Z,(t, w)] < hLty,(o) + 2qhL + h/2”-’ (f E J), 
which implies 
y,(o) < hLy,Jw) + 2qhL + h/2”-’ 
and, since q > 0 is arbitrary, we have 
y/,(o) < h/[(l - hL) 2n-‘]. (4.5) 
From (4.5) it follows that limn++oo a[ {ui(t, o)}~>,] = 0, thus the sequence 
(u,(t, o)} is compact. Since for every fixed o E R, the family {u,(., w)} is 
equicontinuous, by Ascoli’s theorem the sequence {u,(., o)} is compact. 
Observe that the sequence (u,} satisftes all hypotheses of Lemma 2.8. In 
view of Remark 3.1, the function u given by Lemma 2.8 is a solution of the 
Cauchy problem (3.1). This completes the proof. 
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The following theorem concerns the existence of solutions of the Cauchy 
problem (1.1). 
THEOREM 4.2. Let I = [to, to + a], a > 0. Let E be a real separable 
Banach space and let D = BE( y,, b), y, E E, b > 0. Let R be a measurable 
space. Suppose that F: I x D x 0 + E is a Caratheodory function, 
IF(t, x, co)] < M ( + co, (t, x, w) E I x D x 0 and, in addition, 
a[F(I, A, o)] Q WA I (o<L<+oo) (4.6) 
for every set A c D. Let x0 : Q + D be a measurable function such that 
sup{Ix,(w)-y,I(wEa}=b,<b. Then the Cauchy problem (1.1) has a 
solution defined on J = [to, to + h 1, where h = min { Q, (b - b,)/M, l/L } . 
Proof: Put 6, = h/2”, n = 1,2 ,..., and define 
un(t, w) =x0(~), t,<t<t,+6,, 
J-S, (4.7) 
=x0(w) + 1 F(s, u,(s, co), w) ds, t, + 6, < t < t, + h. 
. to 
Note that for each n E N, u,: J x 0 + D is well defined and satisfies the 
Carathlodory conditions. Moreover, for every w  E J2 the family (u,(., o)} is 
uniformly equicontinuous. 
Define Z,(t, o) by (4.2). Let q > 0. Since the family (Z,,(., w)) is 
uniformly equicontinuous, there is 6 > 0 such that (4.3) holds. 
Let n, E N be such that p = h/2”” < 6. Put ti = to + ip, i = 0, l,..., 2”o. For 
n>n, and t,&t<t,+h we have 
P-1 .li+, 




W, u,(s, o), w) ds, 
. fP 
where p is such that tp < t - 6, < tp+ , . From this and (4.3), in a similar way 
as in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we obtain 
Z,& w) = x0(w) + P c zF(J, Z:&, o), 0) 
i-0 
+ (t - 6, - tp) G.F(J, zzo(tp, w), w), 
and 
adz,& 011 <PL F a[Zno(ti, 0)] + 2hLn. 
,S 
(4.8) 
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Since for each t, <t < t, we have Z,,(t, w) c x0(w) + $3, then 
4Z,& w)l < 2rl. From this and (4.8) it follows that, for each 
tE [t,.t,+h], 
a(Z,o(t, O)] <PL 5 a(Z,o(tiY w)] + 2(hL + ‘1 rl’ (4.9) 
i=O 
Let v,,(o) = swEJ OL(Z,,(I, o)]. Then, from (4.9) we obtain 
v&4 < WL + 1) rll( 1 - hL)- (4.10) 
Since for each r7 > 0 there is no = no(q) such that (4.10) holds, hence we can 
find a sequence (ni} (ni -+ +co) such that ~Jw) + 0. By an argument similar 
to that of the preceding proof we conclude that for each w  E R the sequence 
( u,,(., w)) is compact. Thus, by Lemma 2.8, there is a Caratheodory function 
u such that for every w  E R the sequence (u,(., w)} contains a subsequence 
which converges to u(., w). From this and (4.7) we obtain 
u(t, u) = x0(o) + 1” F(s, u(s, w), w) ds. 
10 
This completes the proof. 
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